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Lecture 6: UIP, CIP Assignment Solutions

1. Write the UIP and CIP conditions that we would derive if we instead had
assumed i)3, ii)5 and iii) 10 states. Comment on how they would differ from
the ones we derived in the lecture.
The conditions would be exactly the same in all cases. This is obvious at the

point where we lose the pi notation and use the expectations operator instead.
No matter how many pi’s we had, these would disappear at that step.
2. Find a paper that tests UIP, not on the reading list, and comment on

how well UIP does.
[Students to complete this themselves].
3. Does UIP holding depend on us assuming optimising consumers? Explain

your answer.
Yes it does. UIP is derived from manipulating multiple first order conditions,

which derive from a maximisation exercise we imagine consumers doing. Related
conditions might hold if we adopted other assumptions though.
4. Does UIP imply PPP? Explain your answer.
No. We haven’t specified anything about the foreign economy’s endowments,

production or investors. We could write down models which either did or did
not involve PPP and at the same time where UIP held.
5. Do UIP and CIP depend on rational expectations holding? Explain.
Yes. Because expectations are taken over the correct probabilities of the

good and the bad states occurring.
6. If UIP and CIP don’t hold in reality, why would we possibly care to learn

models in which they do hold?
The models we have studied are a starting point to guide how to build a

model that would better match the data. [This answer would hold in whatever
context we ask it, hopefully].
7. Supposing a country announces and then successfully defends a fixed

nominal exchange rate regime. Does this country’s success say anything about
the validity of UIP and CIP?
No. We can’t say anything at this point, until we look at the interest rates

in the two countries. Only then can we assess the validity of UIP. Fixed nominal
exchange rates is consistent, potentially, with UIP/CIP.
8. Thinking of the country we imagined in question 7, and supposing that

UIP and CIP held, what would you expect to see happen to other key variables?
If the fixed exchange rate regime were credible, [ie the exchange rate was not

expected to move in the future] then interest rates should be equal in the two
countries. If not, then they could differ, depending on expectations emerging
that the regime would be abandoned.
9. In the CIP/UIP lecture, we stepped back from assuming any particular

utility function for consumers. What is the advantage of doing this?
If we can establish that UIP/CIP holds for many utility functions, then the

result is more general and more convincing, and more likely to be a plausible
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model of the real world [since we don’t know precisely what utility function
people in the real world have].
10. We assume 2 periods in the UIP/CIP model. Could we make do with

only 1 period? Justify your answer.
No, we can’t, because the model is inherently dynamic, and needs to involve

a saving and investment decision, and investment of course only takes place in
the expectation of doing something with the proceeds in some future period.
11. Since real life involves many periods of investing and spending, why

assume so few periods in this model?
It helps us to get simple algebraic expressions for the conditions under which

UIP and CIP held. Otherwise we might have to resolve to computers and
numerical methods to solve the equations.
12. Explain how the UIP/CIP model we covered in this lecture relates to

relevant model equations from the DMF model. For instance, does it confirm
or contradict it?
Well, UIP is stated in the DMF equation [with the slight point that the

timing convention differs]. But our microfounded model of interest rates is
also connected in a deep way with equations for consumption and saving. In
DMF we simply wrote down and asserted things about aggregate demand [which
embraces consumption] without bothering to try to derive them. So our model
here both confirms and contradicts the DMF model in different respects.
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